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WHO
ARE
WE?

CULTURE

FUN

NATURE

We specialize in creating experiences and
tours focused on the gay segment, mixing
culture, nature, fun and a selection of hot
spots of interest for the gay traveler in the
Yucatan Peninsula.

What makes us different?
We create travel experiences thinking in our clients travel motivations, preferences and concerns.
We are in a constant journey to discover the unexplored and most authentic places in the Yucatán.
Quality controls to guarantee safe and truly gay f riendly spaces and experiences.

Pink Lagoon Tour
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201

Happy
customers

SERVICES
•

Private tours

•

Small group tours

•

Tailored experiences

•

No crowds

•

Accommodations

•

No kids

•

Airport transfers (From
Cancun/Merida)

•

5-10 days circuit
across Yucatán

0

Unsatisfied
customers

EXPERIENCE:
We have 2 years of
operation in the Yucatan
Peninsula, which
includes Yucatán, Riviera
Maya and Campeche.
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YUCATÁN
PENÍNSULA

W

elcome to the fascinating Peninsula of Yucatán, where the ancient maya
civilization, spanish colonial heritage, modern life and natural beauty of the
surrounding area, merge in harmony .

Gay travelers are becoming more aware of this “hidden”

and Mayan heritage.

colonial gem since it offers what we usually look for in good

From natural caves with crystalline water (sinkholes/cenotes),

vacation destination:

excellent gastronomy, beautiful but

turquoise water beaches, Maya hidden temples, colonial Mexican

affordable restaurants, a whole world of different styles of

magic towns to Haciendas (last century country mansions). So much

traditional architecture to admire, but also a modern and

to see in this adventure, but our super hosts are in the know –they ‘ll

progressive city that at the same time takes care of its Spanish

have you heading straight for the hottest spots.
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OUR
TOURS
We believe in tourism as a force for good,
capable of changing people’s life. Every time
we travel, for whatever reason, we are all a part
of a global force; a force that has the power
to drive inclusive development, create jobs,
reduce inequalities and increase awareness in
the f ragility of our ecosystems.

The safest city and
one of the most
beautiful cities of
México. Not only
Merida has the third
largest collection of
colonial homes in
Latin America ( just
after Havana and
Mexico City), it was
also one of Mexico’s
richest cities in the
late 19th and early
20th centuries, you
will f ind this evident
as you walk around
the city.

UXMA L

To visit Izamal is
to visit a city/town
that is alive with
three cultures –
the ancient Maya,
the colonial, and
the present day
bustling Izamal. It
is a monument of
color, history and
pride that can be
felt in its streets and
buildings. Art, music,
and gastronomy are
all around you!

A F T ER DA R K

YELLOW CI TY | Iza m a l

One of the New
7th Wonder of the
World. Chichén Itzá,
sacred city of the
Mayas and declared
a World Heritage
Site by UNESCO; its
temples and palaces
have been conserved
as a testimony
to its wonderful
legacy. One of the
most imposing and
important Mayan
cities.

WHI T E CI TY | Mé ri d a

CHI CHEN I T ZA
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Join us for a fun and
complete night in
the best company,
feel relaxed and safe
while enjoying the
best and newest
spots of Mérida´s
Night, We will visit 2
cantinas, dinner at
The Park at one of
the best restaurants,
and f inishing the
night at the best gay
disco in town. See
what night in Mérida
is about!

The city of Uxmal
is associated with
mystery and legend.
It was one of the
most important
cities in the Mayan
World. Being no
less majestic and
magical than
Chichen Itza, the
fact Uxmal is less
visited by tourists,
makes it a much
more enticing and
awe-inspiring Mayan
ruin experience.

In Mayan mythology,
the cenotes
represented a passage
to the underworld, or
"Xibálba" the kingdom
of death. They are
natural pools of crystal
water created by
erosion of limestone
that surrounds them.
They are connected
by the longest
underground river
network in the world,
and they are exclusive
environmets of the
Yucatán Peninsula.

A quiet mexican
town, once the
biggest and most
important naval port
in the region with
thousand of historic
stories that def ined
the current state
of Yucatán. Only
45 min away f rom
Merida. We highly
recommend this not
crowded location
to ref resh and enjoy
the beautiful beach.

Walk around
the famous Pink
Lagoons, a body of
saline water where
some flamingo
colonies live. The
extraction of salt
in this region of
Yucatán dates back
to the time of the
ancient Maya. Later
we will continue the
journey to a hidden
beach on the eastern
Yucatan coast, a very
well kept secret!

Eco-tourist paradise
of Yucatán. Its
exceptional
landscape is part of
the world heritage
of the special
biosphere reserve
where the main
attraction is the Pink
Flamingo. A journey
to contemplate the
endemic species
of the mangroove
ecosystem and relax
in the turquoise
beach of Celestún
town.

OFF THE BE ATE N PATH EXPE RI E NCE

PI NK FL A MI NG O | Ce l e st ú n

PI NK L AG O O N

SI SA L B EACH DAY

CENOT ES R I NG
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On this tour we take
you to virtually virgin
places, unknown
to most tourists. In
these destinations
you can have a
connection with
nature, an authentic
experience full on
birds and mamals,
and always following
basic rules of
sustainable tourism
so as not to disturb
the fauna or the site
itself.

Ranked as one of the
best beaches of the
World, the island Isla
Mujeres is just a short
ferry trip that departs
f rom Cancun. Join us
on this fun trip to the
island, we will drive
gulf cars to explore the
cliffed side coast and
reach the best spots
and views f rom the
Island. Eventually we
can relax and have fun
at the best beach club
at the Island.

Still unvisited for
most of the travelers,
this Colonial fortress
beauty remains on
of the best keeped
secret . Campeche
has a strong history
bond to pirates
and Spaniards. The
city is on the best
conserved in Mexico
and will take you
back in the time.

HI DDEN G EMS O F YU CATA N

CO B Á
Coba is an ancient
Mayan city of the
Classic period. It has
the largest network of
sacbe (Mayan roads)
in Mesoamerica,
which connected this
important point for
trade with the eastern
Mayan coast. Today
it is one of the most
popular sites in the
region and it is allowed
to climb the Nohoch
Mul pyramid, the
largest in the Mayan
world (not suitable
for weak people)
where you can see a
magnif icent view f rom
the top.

CA MPECHE

TU LU M
This experience
is archeology +
snorkeling. First
we will visit the
archaeological ruins
of Tulum and then
we will take a boat
trip f rom the beach,
to the second largest
coral reef in the
world, where we will
swim and snorkel.
Here with a little
luck you can see
everything: corals,
f ish and even turtles
and rays!

I SL A MU JER ES
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This trip is thinking for
you to discover and stay
in the more authentic
places with cultural
and historic narratives.
You will explore
stunning and important
archaeological sites of
the Mayan culture, towns
full of spanish history
conserving the grandeur.
and air of sophisticated
elegance f rom a past
time, and natural beauty
landscapes only found in
this region of the world.

We travel not to escape life
but for life not to escape us.
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RANKINGS
B

eautiful Mérida, the safest city in Mexico, blessed with fantastic climate and which was on it´s heyday, one of the
fanciest cities in Latin America, is becoming a quite hot spot right now, appealing to travelers due to its amazing
heritage, great offer of nearby beaches, mayan archaeological sites, cenotes, haciendas and more.

"Ranked in
the Best
LGBTQ

Friendly
Destinations
of 2019!"

“Mérida
named Best
Small City

in the World
2019”

“Number
21 in the
World’s
Safest Cities

Ranking
2019”
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MICHAEL M.

KRIS McNITE

FRANCIS B .

Palm Springs, USA

London, UK

Miami Beach, USA

"Absolutely incredible! Ricardo
is one of the nicest guys and extremely knowledgeable. He took
us off the beaten path to explore
so many cool places that we simply would not have discovered
on our own. From colonial architecture and Mayan ruins to lush
tropical cenotes, gardens and
untouched beaches...we went
f rom one oasis to another! It was
perfect and I’ll never forget it.
Thank you so much - keep up the
good work."

"I and a f riend just completed a
wonderful trip of 5 days to the
Yucatán and Tulum with Ricardo
of Merida Gay Tours!
This trip would have been impossible without the excellent advice
and guidance of Ricardo.
We were primarily focused on
wanting to explore the Mayan
ruins in the Yucatán..Ricardo was
totally flexible in guiding us. If
your looking for a guide who is
knowledgeable, flexible, wanting
to please and fun to be with...I
highly recommend Ricardo and
Merida Gay Tours!"

"I had the best 10 day vacation in
the Yucatan. They listened carefully to the experiences I wanted to
have and tailored each day to my
request. Riccardo our guide picked
us up daily and took care of every
whim. We only had to sit back and
enjoy the day. His personality is
bubbly, warm, f riendly all coupled
with knowledge of the history of
the Mayans and the Yucatan. Half
the day we spent laughing which
was delightful. I give them f ive
stars plus plus and will go back
again for another ten days! I can it
recommend them enough."

Celestún Tour
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Uxmal Tour

Contact Us
FOL LOW US:
@meridagaytours

RICARDO CONTRERAS
c. +(52) 1 999 350 5518
hola@meridagaytours.com
l. Mérida, Yucatán
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